
ETHICAL ISSUES

Definition of ethical issue: A problem or situation that requires a person or organization to choose between alternatives
that must be evaluated as right ( ethical).

They should only intervene in case that "a harmful situation appears imminent". New York. Such interests,
where relevant, should be discussed in the early stage of research. I write about the ethics of science and
technology. L, Jacobs M. Ford L. Redundant publication and plagiarism Redundant publication occurs when
two or more papers, without full cross reference, share the same hypothesis, data, discussion points, or
conclusions. The rapid change and development of nursing emerged the need for a code of professional
conduct to guide nurses in their practice. This paper will discuss different ethical issues in research, including
study design and ethical approval, data analysis, authorship, conflict of interest and redundant publication and
plagiarism. Jameton A. Authors and researchers have an ethical obligation to ensure the accuracy, publication
and dissemination of the result of research,[ 4 ] as well as disclosing to publishers relevant corrections,
retractions and errata, to protect scientific integrity of published evidence. Conflicts of interest This happens
when researchers have interests that are not fully apparent and that may influence their judgments on what is
published. Nurses taking part in research on children should be alert, in order to notice any verbal or non
verbal dissent which warrants exclusion of the child from the study even if this creates conflicts with the
researcher. In addition, they must ascertain that patients have understood their right to withdraw at any time.
Conceptual Bases of professional Nursing. Yes, even though it is part of our normal practice, all research
involving human subjects, especially when it involves drugs, should be subjected to ethics approval. Every
research study involving human subjects must be registered in a publicly accessible database e. These conflicts
include personal, commercial, political, academic or financial interest. To achieve this, a research protocol
should be developed and adhered to. The groups' discussions are reported back in a subsequent plenary session
in which the outcome of the deliberations of the five groups is discussed. Data collection, editing of grammar
and language, and other routine works by itself, do not deserve an authorship. According to Brink and Wood
dedicated nurses are finding themselves under pressure when they are asked to exclude some patients from an
obvious beneficial treatment such as relaxation techniques for relief of post operative pain. It would be useful
to consult an independent researcher, or Ethics Committee, on this issue if in doubt. Journal of Advanced
Nursing, ;  However, when nurses participate in research they have to cope with three value systems; society;
nursing and science which may be in conflict with the values of subjects, communities, and societies and
create tensions and dilemmas in nursing. A Nursing Perspective. Nursing Research,; 1 :  Is that acceptable?
Confidentiality The issue of confidentiality which is stated as very important in the Hippocratic oath, is
another possible issue of conflict for nurses either as practitioners or researchers. Leininger M. If the risks
outweigh the benefits, the study should be revised. This is merely why many authors believe that it may not be
possible for nurses to act as advocates of subjects in research.


